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Model Paper “English Compulsory”
For Architecture Technology, Computer Information 

Technology & Electronics Technology (Part-I)

<7

1- Paper A + B Common

Total =100 Marks (Objective + Subjective)

Objective 
Subjective 
Total
Pass Marks

2-

3- 20 Marks 
80 Marks 
100 Maries!

40

Books Recommended
1- Intermediate English Book II

2- Grammar

(First 8-Chapters)
i

SYLLABUS BREAKDOWN SCHEME FOR ENGLISH DAE FIRST YEAR 
EXAMINATION COMMON TO ALL TECHNOLOGIES 2011 & ONWARD

[

Objective
1- Close Test (One Paragraph from first EIGHT (8) lessons of “Intermediate 

] English Book-II”).
2‘ Tick / Mark the synonyms (first EIGHT (8) lessons of “Intermediate English 

I Book-II”.)
3 - One word substitution
J4- Correct use of verbs

(5)

(5)
(5)
(5)

Subjective
Short Qaestion: From first EIGHT (8) lessons of “Intermediate English Book-II” 

with 33% ratio i.e fifteen questions,

(Ten to be attempted)

1-

(20)

2^ Application: Writing with choice either job application OR Application to the 

Principal (Scholarship, concession, misconduct, condoning attendance, 

sick leave) etc. (10)

3^ Business Letters: Including complaint letters, order letter and sales letter (10)
4- Applied Grammar: Including direct & indirect narration, pair of the words,

•it

punctuation and correction with reference to the parts of speech. (10)
5- Essav writing: (15)i /e

t Translation of the passage from Urdu to English (15)
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Technology & Electronics Technology (Part-1)'4 j

‘ f Objective
Time: 30 Minutes .. 
Marks: 20’ !

- I V

Note: Write your Roll No. in space provided. Over-writing, Cutting, Erasing, Using lead 
pencil will result in loss of marks. Supervisory staff is requested to attach it with the 
answer book.V l

Q.l(a) Fill in the blank with suitable words. (5)
A common cause of failure is a mistaken____for the boy on the part of his

any intrest in
to do it with any distinction. Because he is

___More often than,! should wish. I find a boy who is net
his work and who is not
following a mapped out by his parents.

(b) In each sentence, the underlined word can be replaced by one of the following 
four words; Find out the right synonym & encircle it. (5)

(i) From this it is easy to understand why a star seldom finds another any where near it. 
(b) Nearly(a) Often (c) Rarely

(ii) We are also more critical in our thinking than our ancestors. 
($) Brothers (b) Forefathers (c) Relations -

(d) Ideally

(d) Neighbour
(iii) I used to lie waiting for that ominous tread on the uncarpeted attic stairs.

(c) Conversation (d) Sweeping(a) Talk (b) Walk
(iv) Perhaps he suspects I have swag in this sack.

(a) Currency (b) Ornaments (c) Jewellary
(v) I idly turned the leaves and began to indolenthy study diseases, 

(a) Lazily

(d) Stolen goods

(b) Actively (c) Poorly (d) Eagerly

(c) Suggest on word for
i) A message sent in haste_____ .

ii) A pretender to medical skill J______ .
iii) A woman who cares for patients_______ .
iv) A man who steals things from others pockets
y) A pair of children bom together________ .

(5)

(d) Put the correct form of the verb given the brackets.
i) The train bad already___ _. (Arrive)

him yesterday. (Meet)

(5)

ii) I
iii) She has been ______ for years. (Sing)

_ the letter yesterday? (post) 
the station, the train had left? (Reach)

*3

iv) Did you
v) When I
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Subjective

f
; 1

Marks: 80
Time: 02:30 Hours '

Section-I
Note: Attempt all questions. Marks are shown against each question.

Q. 2 Write answers (in 3-5 lines) to any TEN (10) of the following Questions.

(i) Why there is no life on the stars?

(ii) How is it that a star seldom finds another star near it?

(iii) How has the scientific method enabled us to gejt over the old fears?

(iv) How has the scientific method helped us in ourifight against disease?
i

(v) What place would you accord to sportsmen in colleges?

(vi) How does mistaken ambition on the part of boys and their parents lead to the 

failure of the boys?
(vii) How did the writer spend his summer holidays?

(viii) What did the writer do with his pocket money?

(ix) Why should bad books be destroyed?

(x) Why could not the author bum the unwanted books?
(xi) What was the prescription given to him by the Doctor?

(xii) Why did the manager come to think that Leacock had an awful secret to reveal? 

(xiii) After this misadventure in the bank where did Leacock keep his money?

(xfv) Describe a day in the life of a Chinese student.

(xv) What are the social security benefits provided to the Chinese workers?

S

(10x2) = 20

l

!

Section-II
! -

Q.3 Write an application to your Principal for the grant of full fee concession.
i * "

(10)

OR

Write an application to the Chairman TEVTA for the post of Junior Instructor. 

Q.4 Write an order letter to A.B.C Electronics Lahore for colour T.Vs of different 
brands and sizes. (10)

OR
Write an inquiry letter about the prices of electrical goods.
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#* Q.5 Attempt any two parts out of the following three parts.

(a) Change the narration of the following:- 
(i) Ali said to me, “Let me go.”

(ii) I said to her, “is it your book.”?
(iii) Father said to his son, woric hard”.
(iv) They said, “Hurrah! We have won the match.”
(v) The teacher said, “The earth is round.”
(i) Make sentences of “any five” of the following pair of words to explain the 

meaning.
(i) Advise, Advice
(iii) Further, Farther 
(v) Dew, Due 

(vii) Moral, Morale 

(ix) Last, Latest
(c) Punctuate the following passage.

Good morning i said and stepped in the safe come out said the manager coldly and 

showed me the other way.
Q.) Write an essay of about 300-400 words on any one of the following topics:- 

a- Duties of student b- Technical Education c- Computers.
Q. J Translate the following into English

r (5, 5) = 10r
f
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(ii) Course. Coarse 

(iv) Right, Rite 

(vi) Pray, Prey 

(viii) Loose, Lose 

(x) Team, Teem

r

(15)
(15)
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